LSM4199 HONOURS PROJECT IN LIFE SCIENCES (16 MCs)

Project Mounting & Registration for LSM4199 Cohort AY17/18 S2

Students commencing LSM4199 Honours Project in Life Sciences in Semester 2 of AY2017/2018 will be in the LSM4199 Honours Project Cohort of AY17/18 S2.

For students intending to start LSM4199 in AY2017/2018 Semester 2

1. Please read, understand and adhere strictly to the LSM4199 Guidelines for Students which include registration instructions for projects for LSM4199.


3. Students may also view projects put up by eligible supervisors in the Science Intranet at https://neon.science.nus.edu.sg/intranet/student/undergraduate/lspa/ during the project mounting period. Projects will be mounted from time to time by supervisors from now till before the start of AY2017/2018 Semester 1. Students looking for projects can check the list regularly.

4. Registration for a project should be completed by start of AY2017/2018 Semester 2, Mon 15th January 2018.

For faculty members intending to be LSM4199 Honours Project Main Supervisors

1. Please read, understand and adhere strictly to the LSM4199 Guidelines for Supervisors.

2. If you have been approached and have agreed to offer project and supervision to students from the LSM4199 cohort here-mentioned, or if you would like to offer projects for students to select, please mount the projects and approve the students for the relevant projects. Please note the project area has to match the student’s specialisation in Life Sciences Major.

3. Projects are mounted in the Science Intranet under the ‘Undergraduate’ tab at https://neon.science.nus.edu.sg/intranet/staff/undergraduate/lspa/staff/.

4. Approving students to projects can then be done at the same portal via the project approving interface. Kindly note that this is an in-principle approval for the student. The criteria to read LSM4199 would still need to be fulfilled. Failure to meet so before the start of the Semester 2 would automatically make the project approval invalid.

5. If you encounter problems in registering/approving the student, please forward his/her details (full name, matriculation number and contact number) to Miss Yvonne Fong dbsyfcy@nus.edu.sg.

For enquiries on LSM4199, please contact Miss Yvonne Fong, LSM4199 Overall Administrator, at dbsyfcy@nus.edu.sg.
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